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Strategic Planning:
Purposeful Renewal of the Organisation

Our program:

� The quickening pace of change
� Models of adaptation
� On renewing an organisation
� The infrastructure of renewal

� Insight
� Values
� Narrative
� Options
� Machinery

� Managing for renewal

Insight into 
the operating 
environment

Understanding how the 
organisation survives

Understanding the nature of 
relevant potential change

Our program:

� The quickening pace of change
� Models of adaptation
� On renewing an organisation
� The infrastructure of renewal

� Insight
� Values
� Narrative
� Options
� Machinery
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Machinery and 
systems to 
generate this 

clarity

Options: 
insight into the 

practical 
destinations 
that may lie 

ahead

Values that 
inform the 

organisation’s 
discretionary 
choices

Narrative: an 
organisation-
wide way of 
talking about 

and dealing with 
insight, values 
and options

Insight into 
the operating 
environment

Understanding how the 
organisation survives

Understanding the nature of 
relevant potential change

Insight into 
the operating 
environment

Looking around: what makes this activity successful?
Looking forward: what that is relevant is going to change?

Customers

Regulators

Political change World economy

Local economy

Competitors

Competences

Technology

Suppliers

The environment

Protestors

Energy prices
Growth
Inflation
Taxes
Trade

Weaknesses

How do I tell 
what matters?
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environment

Looking around: what makes this activity successful?
Looking forward: what that is relevant is going to change?

Customers

Regulators

Political change World economy

Local economy
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Technology
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The environment
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Energy prices

Weaknesses

How do I tell 
what matters?

How do I think 
about the background?

How do I think 
about the organisation?

How do I link these 
things together?
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How do I think 
about the background?

How do I think 
about the organisation?

How do I link these 
things together?

How do I tell 
what matters?

Analysis Ask people

How do I think 
about the background?

How do I think 
about the organisation?

How do I link these 
things together?

How do I tell 
what matters?

Analysis Ask people

Ask people

Who to interview: Who to interview:

There are many criteria:

� People close to customers and suppliers
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� Powerful, busy people

There are many criteria:

� People close to customers and suppliers

Who to interview:

� The well-connected: ‘domain-spanners’

There are many criteria:

� People close to customers and suppliers

� Powerful, busy people

Who to interview:

� People who have specialist knowledge

� The well-connected: ‘domain-spanners’

There are many criteria:

� People close to customers and suppliers

� Powerful, busy people

Who to interview:

How do I think 
about the organisation?

How do I tell 
what matters?

Ask people

Present this material back to them:

� This is not me saying this, but you.

� You agree on this, but disagree on that.

� The balance of uncertainty seems to be here.

Senior staff can now agree that this, that or the other factor is a priority.
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How do I tell 
what matters?

How do I think 
about the organisation?

Ask people

How do I think 
about the background?

How do I link these 
things together?

Analysis Analysis

How do I think 
about the background?

There are several ways of defining the 
important external variables:

� The interviews will have made assertions –
test these and set bound to them. 

We will use energy prices as an example

Oil price $2000/bbl

20
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1947 1957 1967 1977 1987 1997 2007

Unconstrained supply

Effective 
cartel

Significant non-
cartel production

Resource 
scarcity

Geology
Cartelisation
Industrialisation

Alternatives
Demand curve
Emissions

You can also “frame” the future evolution with limits

Oil price $2000/bbl
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You can also “frame” the future evolution with limit windows

Synfuel cost 
window

soonest

latest

not 
less 
than

not 
more 
than
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Oil price $2000/bbl
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Econometric modelling: use with care �May obscures the assumptions
� Complexity not trusted by users
�Only as good as the model

Analysis

How do I think 
about the background?

There are several ways of defining the 
important external variables:

� The interviews will have made assertions –
test these and set bound to them. 

� Test viable ranges on financial models of 
the company. 

There are several ways of defining the 
important external variables:

� The interviews will have made assertions –
test these and set bound to them. 

� Test viable ranges on financial models of 
the company. 

Profit = volume x (price – unit costs) – fixed costs – financing - investment Profit = volume x (price – unit costs) – fixed costs – financing - investment

Monte Carlo accounting model
Semi-Monte Carlo econometric model

Principal component analysis Combinations that explain variance
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Current 
central 
forecast

Market size

Ten year net present 
value from operations 

discounted at 15% 

Lower                                  Higher 

Principal component analysis

Monte Carlo accounting model
Semi-Monte Carlo econometric model

Profit = volume x (price – unit costs) – fixed costs – financing - investment

Combinations that explain variance

Analysis

How do I think 
about the background?

There are several ways of defining the 
important external variables:

� The interviews will have made assertions –
test these and set bound to them. 

� Test viable ranges on financial models of 
the company. 

� It is also possible to quantify studies of the 
competition. 

Volume produced

Unit cost of 
production

Our plant

� It is also possible to quantify studies of the 
competition. 

Volume produced

Unit cost of 
production

Bharat 
III

Volume produced

Unit cost of 
production

Our plant
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Volume produced

Unit cost of 
production

Our plant

�Market share
� Rate of expansion
� Percent retail coverage
� Unit cost of production
� Brand strength
� Innovation drive

There are, of course, many other dimensions of competition.

Future

Competitive 
factor one

Competitive factor two

Now

�Market share
� Rate of expansion
� Percent retail coverage
� Unit cost of production
� Brand strength
� Innovation drive

Sales

How do I link these 
things together and 
communicate them?

How do I think 
about the background?

Analysis

How do I think 
about the organisation?

How do I tell 
what matters?

Ask people

Analysis is useless without communication. 
� Where problems have neat yes-no answers, then of course, keep it simple.
� Where the issues are much more complex, consider using scenarios

Scenarios are not: � Predictions or forecasts
� Exhaustive exploration
� A means to remove risk

Scenarios are: � A communication tool
� A distillation of complexity
� A part of a larger process

Scenarios require you to choose one or two variables, 
called the ‘principal components’

Analysis is useless without communication. 
� Where problems have neat yes-no answers, then of course, keep it simple.
� Where the issues are much more complex, consider using scenarios
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Scenarios require you to choose one or two variables, 
called the ‘principal components’

Scenarios for India

Liberalisation 
accelerates

Centralisation of 
governance returns

Federal, subsidiary style 
of governance

The Elephant 
Lumbers along

The Elephant 
Breaks its Chains

Retreat to 

the Woods

Liberalisation 
is reversed

Now

Scenarios for India

Scenarios require you to choose one or two variables, 
called the ‘principal components’

What does this give us?

� Clarity about what matters, shared across the organisation
� A benchmark – common sense – against which to set projects
� A framework for discussing where the organisation should head
� Perhaps, ranges for numbers to use in planning and evaluation

Liberalisation 
accelerates

Centralisation of 
governance returns

Federal, subsidiary style 
of governance

The Elephant 
Lumbers along

The Elephant 
Breaks its Chains

Retreat to 

the Woods

Liberalisation 
is reversed

Now
Liberalisation 
accelerates

Centralisation of 
governance returns

Federal, subsidiary style 
of governance

Liberalisation 
is reversed

You can use the principal components to trace history

1970

1980

You can use them to show “possible” zones and how these change

1960 1950

1990

2000
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1990

1947

1980

Liberalisation 
accelerates

Centralisation of 
governance returns

Federal, subsidiary style 
of governance

Liberalisation 
is reversed

You can use the principal components to trace history

You can use them to show “possible” zones and how these change

Forbidden 
zone

Liberalisation 
accelerates

Centralisation of 
governance returns

Federal, subsidiary style 
of governance

Liberalisation 
is reversed

You can use the principal components to trace history

You can use them to show “possible” zones and how these change

2010

Each trajectory is a consistent story about change

Forbidden 
zone

Liberalisation 
accelerates

Centralisation of 
governance returns

Federal, subsidiary style 
of governance

Liberalisation 
is reversed

The Elephant 
Breaks its Chains

You can use the principal components to trace history

You can use them to show “possible” zones and how these change

Each trajectory is a consistent story about change

External pressures on India become critical in the period around 2010:

�Competition from other Asia economies, notably China.

Liberalisation 
accelerates

Centralisation of 
governance returns

Federal, subsidiary style 
of governance

The Elephant 
Breaks its Chains

� Pressure from an increasingly unstable and Islamicist Pakistan
�Rapidly altering expectations and awareness amongst ordinary Indians
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Early

Late

Lumbers Along Retreats to WoodsBreaks its Chains

External environment

Political initiatives

Economic outcomes

External environment

Political initiatives

Economic outcomes

Equable

Reforms blocked

Gradual slowing

Good & improving

Stable consensus

Capital flows in

Difficult, harsh

Trad. supportive

Slow down 

Stiff competition

Reformers align

Rapid pick-up

Competition

‘Traditional’ reform

Modest, slowing

Trade wars

Loss of control

Poor growth

GDP in constant dollars, 1960=100

500

1000

1500

2000

1960 1980 2000 2020

Lumbers Along

Retreat to the Woods

Breaks its Chains

How do I link these 
things together?

How do I think 
about the background?

How do I think 
about the organisation?

How do I tell 
what matters?

Analysis Ask people

How do you know if your scenarios are any good?

Do they address the important issues?

How do you know if your scenarios are any good?

Are they internally consistent?

Do they address the important issues?
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Are they surprising, attention grabbing?

How do you know if your scenarios are any good?

Are they internally consistent?

Do they address the important issues?

Are they “rich”: full of new thoughts and options?

Are they surprising, attention grabbing?

Are they internally consistent?

How do you know if your scenarios are any good?

Do they address the important issues?

Are they “rich”: full of new thoughts and options?

Are they surprising, attention grabbing?

Are they internally consistent?

How do you know if your scenarios are any good?

Do they address the important issues?

… or not?

Are they “rich”: full of new thoughts and options?

Are they surprising, attention grabbing?

Are they internally consistent?

How do you know if your scenarios are any good?

Do they address the important issues?
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Why is ‘insight’ useful?

� It makes people aware of a broader but relevant world
� As a result, they tend to make fewer mistakes
� Good judgement becomes reflexive: people can act quickly and together
� Combined with other issues, insight usually makes good ideas obvious
� The organisation acquires a quick way of talking about complex issues

Let’s pause for discussion.


